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(Background on Prairie Island Dry
Cask Storage

* NRC site specific license for 48 TN-40s
* 17 casks loaded and placed on pad
* 12 more casks to reach end of current license
* More than 29 require Minnesota PUC approval
* MN PUC decision subject to review by

legislature
* MN state law requires the PUC to order Prairie

Island to replace TN-40s with dual-purpose
casks once they exist and are economically
feasible



ImPactcL ReplacingLFTN-40s and
RepackagingSpent Fuel Into Dual
Purpose Casks

* Increased number of fuel moves to support unloading,
pool management and loading of 1 1 60 spent fuel
elements from 29 TN-40s to dual-purpose casks

* Increased radiation exposure to plant workers
* Increased number of heavy hauls of casks with spent

fuel loaded
* Increased number of heavy load movements in plant



)mpacto ReplacinngFTNN-40s and
Rpackaging Spent Fuel Into Dual
Purpose Casks, continued

* Additional decommissioning and decontamination of
37 dual-purpose canisters and storage overpacks

* Additional low-level waste generated
* Increased risk of human-performance error while

utilizing two cask technologies simultaneously
* Construction to convert to new technology within or

nearby existing facility with existing casks on pad
* Significant cost impact to replace TN-40s and

repackage spent fuel to dual-purpose casks



Conclusion

* Replacing TN-40s with dual purpose casks
involves unnecessary fuel handling, heavy load
movements, radiation exposure to plant
personnel, and significant costs which can be
avoided if TN-40s are determined to be
acceptable for transportation.



Transportation of TN-40 Dry
Storage Casks
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Purpose

PProvide an overview of current and
planned storage activities at Prairie
Island

PDiscuss technical and licensing issues
related to transportation of TN-40
casks

PSolicit NRC feedback on proposed
approach
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Agenda
Discussion Topics

* Background

* TN-40 Dry Storage Cask

* Criticality Approach for Transportation

* Burnup Credit

* Moderator Exclusion

F Other Transportation Issues

* Impact Limiters

* Brittle Fracture

* Description of Conceptual Designs

* Licensing Approach

*' Summary
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Background
TN-40 Dry Storage Cask

* Site License Issued in 1993 (SNM-2506)

* Expires in 2013

* 17 TN-40 Casks Loaded at Prairie Island ISFSI

* Cask No. 17 placed on pad August, 2002

* 3 Additional TN-40 Casks on Order

* Planned Loading in 2005

* Possibility for 9 Additional TN-40 Casks
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Background
TN-40 Dry Storage Cask

* Licensed for Storage under Part 72

* Inner Containment Vessel Surrounded

by Heavy Shield Shell

* Soluble Boron Credit Design Em

* No flux traps

* Minimum poison material <

O Capacity:

* 40 Intact PWR Assemblies

* 27 kWmax heat load

* 3.85 wt% 235 U max initial enrichment

* 10 years minimum decay time
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I

Background
[N-40 Dry Storage Cask
* Dimensions

* 91.0 inch outer body diameter

* 184.0 inch body length
* 202.0 inch body length with protective cover

* Materials of Construction

* containment vessel
. SA-203 Gr D or E
* SA-350 Gr LF-3

* shield and outer shell: SA-516 Gr 70

* trunnion: SA-105

* basket: type 304 stainless steel and aluminum
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Background
TN-40 Dry Storage Cask

* Codes/Standards- Design and Fabrication

* Containment

* ASME, Section III, Subsection NB

* Trunnions

* ASME Section Ill, Subsection NB, (ANSI N14.6)

* Basket

* Section III, Subsection NF

* Gross Weight < 244,000 pounds (on storage pad)

* Cask Payload < 52,000 pounds
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Criticality Approach

Transportation Alternatives

* Burnup Credit (BUC)

*Actinide-only (ISG-8 R2)

*Actinides with a few fission products

* Moderator Exclusion

*Request exception to 71.55(b)

* Follow ISG-19 guidance for HA C
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Criticality Approach
Actinide-Only BUC

* DOE Topical Report Actinide-only BUC

TN-40 evaluated - appendix A.3

* SCALE Code: 27BURNULIB, SAS2H,
CSAS25

* Assembly tilt and end effects
considered
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Criticality Approach

Fuel Assemblies Loaded in TN-40 Casks

Actinide-Only BUC
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Criticality Approach

lFuel Parameters Currently in TN-40 Storage

* 3.82 wt% max initial enrichment

* 17.1 gwd/mtu min burnup

* 42.9 gwd/mtu max burnup

* 77% of fuel falls in acceptable side of actinide-only

BUC curve

*Need some fission product BUC to make all
stored fuel "acceptable".

*Access to French BUC data
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Ml

Criticality Approach
oderator Exclusion

*' Regulatory Requirements

* §71.55(b) - "Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this

section, a package used for the shipment of fissile material
must be so designed and constructed and its contents so
limited that it would be subcritical if water were to leak into
the containment system..."

* §71.55(c) - "The Commission may approve exceptions

to the requirements of [10CFR71.55(b)] if the

package incorporates special design features that

ensure that no single packaging error would permit

leakage, and if appropriate measures are taken

before each shipment to ensure that the containment

system does not leak."
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Ml

Criticality Approach
oderator Exclusion

* Regulatory Requirements - HA C

§71.55(e) - "A package used for the shipment of fissile

material must be so designed and constructed and its

contents so limited that under the tests specified in §71.73
("Hypothetical accident conditions"), the packaging would

be subcritical [assuming]... (2) Water moderation occurs to

the most reactive credible configuration..."

* Guidance from ISG-19 for moderator exclusion under HAC

- Physical testing of water exclusion boundary

- NUREGICR-6007 closure bolt analysis

- Analysis showing no inelastic deformation of containment

closure system
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Criticality Approach

Moderator Exclusion

* TN-40 Special Design Features for Compliance
with § 71.55(c)

* Double metallic seals on all containment closures

* Leak testing of each containment seal prior to
shipment in accordance with ANSI N14.5

* Containment vessel surrounded by thick steel shell

* Possibility to add transport lid over containment lid
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IV

Criticality Approach
loderator Exclusion

* Basis for "Exception" to §71.55(b)

* Solution for disposition of loaded store-only casks
- Significant ALARA advantage vs unloading and reloading

* Package design includes features for compliance of §71.55(c)
- Redundant closure seals

- Closure seals leak tested before shipment

- Additional lid for transport

* Physical testing of cask containment to demonstrate water
tightness following HAC

* BUC analysis can demonstrate subcritical configuration even
with water in-leakage

* May need some fission product credit with actinides
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Other Transportation Issues
* Impact Limiters

* Wood filled impact limiters similar to those used on the TN-68
storage/transport cask.

* Accelerations limited to around 75g, similar to tip-over analysis
for storage cask.

*Impact limiter test program (with containment verification for
moderator exclusion)

* Brittle Fracture

* Cask body virtually same design as licensed TN-68

* Containment materials excellent brittle fracture properties -
NDTT typically lower than -1000F

* Perform brittle fracture analysis similar to the TN-68

* Transport trailer/skid

* Design to react longitudinal transport loads using trunnions
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Conceptual Design

>>TN-40 Transport Mode
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Licensing Approach
* Submit license application for TN-40 under Part 71

* Approach for criticality control

*BUC

* Moderator exclusion

* Materials (brittle fracture)

* Essentially same body design and materials as TN-68

* Containment materials have excellent brittle fracture properties

* Perform brittle fracture analysis

*' Impact limiter testing

* Containment verification for moderation exclusion

* Transport skid/trailer design

* React longitudinal transport loads through trunnions
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Summary
* Significant advantages to transport loaded TN-40 casks

* Reduce occupational exposure

* Minimize risk factors

* TN-40 is currently licensed as a storage only cask but the
design has many features applicable to transportation

* Excellent material properties

* Redundant closure seals

Io TN-40 design is very similar to the TN-68 duel purpose cask

* Analyses, design additions, and operations for transport are
well defined and achievable

i Transport license could be for one time shipment with some
restrictions (i.e., ambient temperature)

*TN-BRP and TN-REG casks
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